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PRESS: Jeff King, Videographer, Maui TV News
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: . . .(gavel). . . Aloha and good evening. I'm
Sol Kaho'ohalahala. I'm the Chair of the Planning Committee of the Council. And I'm
very happy that you have been able to come and join us tonight for the, the first of a
series of meetings concerning the Maui Island General Plan. So I'm, I'm, would like to
welcome you all, and, and thank you again for coming to give us your thoughts about
Maui island. I would like to call the Planning Committee meeting to order. First of all, I
would like to request that if any of you have any sound-making devices if you would put
them on your silent mode and that would be helpful for all of us tonight. And then I
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know most of you know where the restrooms are, but they're around the corner to the
right if you're kane and then they're around the corner to the left if you're the wahine, so.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . . .(Inaudible). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Wahine, kane. Okay. So let me first of
all begin tonight's meeting with an introduction of all of our Committee Members that
are here tonight. First of all, I want to acknowledge Member Baisa to my right, from
Upcountry. And then to her right...aloha.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Aloha.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then to her right is Member Wayne Nishiki from South
Maui. And to his right is Member Michael Victorino from Wailuku.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then to my left is Member Michael Molina from the
Haiku-Makawao. And then to his left is Member Bill...Bill Medeiros from the East
Maui area. And then to his left is Member Joseph Pontanilla. We especially want to
thank Member Pontanilla for joining us tonight. He is not a, a Voting Member on this
Committee but he is going to play an important role in terms of what happens to our
community plan as our, our Budget Chair. So thank you. Not with us tonight is a
non-Voting Member, that's our Council Chair, Member Danny Mateo. And also not with
us tonight is Member Jo Anne Johnson, who is the Vice-Chair of this Committee. So if I
can just finish by doing the introduction of the Staff and, and the Department that's here
with us tonight. Then I'd like to begin here at the, the right side of the table: Mr. David
Michaelson, who is the Planner in the Long Range Division of the Planning Department.
Aloha, David. Wave your hand. Okay. And then to his right is the Director of the
Planning and that's Mr. Jeff Hunt. And to his right is Mr. John Summers who's the
Program Planning [sic] Administrator for Long Range Planning Division. And from the
Department of Corporation Counsel we have with us tonight Mr. Michael Hopper,
Deputy Corporation Counsel. And our Staff, our Committee Staff with us tonight to
Michael's right is David Raatz who is our Legal Analyst to the Committee. And then to
his right is our Committee Secretary Clarita Balala. And also here joining to help us
tonight is Jo-Ann Sato, who's really the head of all of the Committee Secretaries. So,
Jo-Ann, thank you for being with us. I would like to also acknowledge that in the
audience tonight is our Deputy Planning Director and that's Kathleen Aoki. Yeah. And
hopefully I'm not missing anyone else that's...okay. Before we proceed, what I wanted
to do was to take just a few moments to, to make some acknowledgments. Jo Anne
Johnson, as you know, is, is our Vice-Chair person for this Committee, and for most of
you I think here in West Maui know that her husband has just passed, Jim Johnson. And
so what I'd like to do is take a moment of silence in his memory and to pass all of our
best thoughts and wishes to Jo Anne Johnson as she continues her work with us in the
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Council in light of the loss of her, or the passing of her husband. I must say that for Jim
Johnson, I first met him when I was a Council Member over a dozen years ago, as a very
active participant in this governmental processes, and he and Jo Anne used to grace the,
the Chambers of the County Building quite often to be representative of your area West
Maui and until the moment that Jo Anne now became the Council woman. So those are
the memories I have of Jim as a gentleman and as a participant. The second thing I'd like
to also acknowledge tonight before we continue is that I was just told this evening that
another person here in West Maui has just passed, and I'd like to acknowledge him,
Mr. Dave Chenoweth. And Dave Chenoweth, as most of you from West Maui should
know, is also a very active participant in governmental processes. And so I value their,
the time that they've spent in front of these bodies and to be representative of your
community So I'd like to take just a few moments of silent thoughts for two of these
gentlemen.
NOTE: (Moment of silence.)

CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. Mahalo. Thank you very much.
ITEM NO. 2

GENERAL PLAN UPDATE (C.C. No. 07-54)

CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: So let the show begin. I am very, very pleased that we're,
we're taking this opportunity to finally bring to all of you our draft of the Maui Island
General Plan. It is a process that has taken many, many years. I want to acknowledge
the people who have participated in this. You've got your Maui Planning Commission.
You have the, the GPAC members, the General Plan Advisory Committee, and some of
the members are here tonight in the audience. I want to acknowledge that also that our
Councilmember Gladys Baisa, who took a lot of her time and effort to be a participant as
the Planning Chair of the Council to have helped this process come to fruition, and we're,
even though we're at the, at the draft stages I'm happy to say that I think that it's come to
fruition. So I want to also acknowledge Member Baisa for helping us to come to this
point.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: So for tonight what we'd like to do is that this is your
opportunity to come before the Council and give us your thoughts about the Maui Island
General Plan. So what the Chair would like to do, since we have quite a number of you
have signed to testify tonight, I would like to accept your testimony in a few minutes.
But if you haven't signed up, Jo-Ann at the corner there has sign-in sheets if you want to
testify and you haven't done so already, please go and see her. We will limit testimony
to three minutes, and it's only in consideration for the numbers of you that have signed
up tonight, okay. Testifiers, you're requested when you come up forward to the podium
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then just state your name for the record and who you represent. If it's yourself just say
self. If you represent an organization, then please state that for the record as well.
Now if I may, I'd like to just run through, for all of us here, some of the chronology and
the things that have occurred that bring us to tonight's meeting. So our Committee item
is PC-2 and it's the General Plan Update. As it's been established in Chapter 2.80B of
the Maui County Code, the first part of the County's decennial General Plan update is the
Countywide Policy Plan. The Planning Committee finished its work on that document
late last year, and the full Council is conducting a public hearing on the Countywide
Policy Plan this Friday. Okay. The next task of the Planning Committee is to review the
draft Maui Island Plan and the document that follows the Countywide Policy Plan in the
General Plan update pursuant to Chapter 2.80B. The Planning Director transmitted the
Maui Island Plan with comments and recommendations from the Maui General Plan
Advisory Committee, the GPAC, and the Maui Planning Commission on October 16 th of
last year. In addition, the Planning Director submitted a binder last month that is
referenced in tonight's agenda as the draft consolidated Maui Island Plan. This binder, as
you can see here with its brown cover, is what we'll be working to review and revise
throughout our deliberations on the Maui Island Plan. The Council needs to enact the
Maui Island Plan by ordinance by October 18 of 2010. So we have a deadline of
October 18 of this year. And unless for some reason that, that deadline is extended, but
we won't go there. Okay. So tonight's meeting provides an opportunity for the
Department of Planning to give the Committee an overview of the draft Maui Island Plan
for the West Maui community. No legislative action will be taken tonight. Okay. So
Chapter 2.8B [sic] establishes five mandatory components of the Maui Island Plan: one,
an island-wide land use strategy, okay; two, a Water Element; three, a Nearshore
Ecosystem Element; four, an Implementation Program; and five, Milestones. The
Planning Committee will be accepting testimony throughout Maui this month with the
intention of starting to take votes next month. Okay. So before I ask the Planning
Department to present an overview of the draft Maui Island Plan for the West Maui
community, I will accept your public testimony. Before I proceed, I would like to
offer...okay. Okay. I'm just going to dispense with that. So what I'd like to do now is,
without any objections, we're going to begin our public testimony. And again, the Chair
is going to allow each of you three minutes to testify, and if you would approach the
podium, state your name for the record and who you represent. Okay. So with, without
any delay then I would like to call the first testifier and that's Mr. Paul Laub. He will be
followed by Terry, I think that's Eoff, if, I'm sorry for mispronouncing, but Terry.

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .
MR. LAUB: Aloha ahiahi mai kakou . . . (spoke in Hawaiian). . . This is a beautiful plan. I read
the thing and it's really nice Like any other plan it has its good parts and it has its parts
that might be a little weak. So I wanted to concentrate on just one specific thing and
that's Housing 3 and 4. And I made up some docs for, for you and the black is quotations
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from the plan, the red is the way that I saw it. And I want you to know that I did study
this field at UCLA at the graduate school of business, and I did do, put on, put houses in,
affordable houses in northern California before the crash. And also I have a license to be
a substitute teacher in Hawaii, so I could be teaching this theoretically in the schools.
Going straight to it. The houses used as second homes--and this is at 5-3--and TVRs tend
to be upscale houses that would never be used as affordable homes. The quantity of
homes used as TVRs was in the tens, not the hundreds, and had no impact on affordable
homes except that people who worked for the TVRs had that income to pay their
affordable home mortgages and other costs. Those ex-employees are suffering due to the
termination of TVRs. The report does not address that numerous TVRs were used by
residents who had to work offshore, and this allowed them some income so that they did
not have to completely move away when they had to leave to work, and they would then
have a home to come back to during the year for visitations, holidays, and their vacations.
There is no evidence to suggest that TVRs drove up housing costs. There is no evidence
to support that non-residents can typically outbid residents. If the buyers are in the same
market, say luxury, they both have the same generalized economic wherewithal. Where
would have Mr. Omori...for those old-timers who remember Mr. Omori, would have
Mr. Omori of Lahaina lost out to anybody if he wanted to own a property or
Mr. Dowling? Likewise if the buyers are in the economy market, they're most likely in
similar circumstances. If the buyer is an investor, he is an investor whether he is from
Maui or from France. Prices do rise when there is competition for property regardless of
where the buyers are from. Upper-end homebuyers do not buy lower-end lots to put their
upper-end homes on, and therefore if there is competition for higher-end lots, that does
not mean that the lower-end lots will go up in price. The lots will increase when there is
an increase in demand for those lots. When the building industry is focusing on the
upper-end market, then there is demand for the lower-end market to service upper-end
demand for goods and services. The demand increases the competition for supplies, and
more stores come into business to participate. Resources, in fact, are not decreased, are
increased. The supplies then become cheaper through competition thereby driving down
the costs of the lower-end homes as well.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. LAUB: Thank you. You have the, the remainder.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Laub. Members, you have any
questions of the testifier? Okay. Seeing none, then Mr. Terry, I'm not sure is it Eoff,
Aoff or, I'm sorry.
MR. EOFF: Unfortunately it's "oaf' just like a big bald guy.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Oh, okay.
MR. EOFF: I didn't pick it --6-
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CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay.
MR. EOFF: --my ancestors did that to me. My name is Terry Eoff and I'm here all by myself. I
don't represent anybody. And I don't even have any facts and figures either, so I'm just
going to be short and sweet. I have two points. I started going to the Pulelehua meetings,
the very first one up at the Ritz Carlton. My hair wasn't white yet and I was young and I
didn't have great-grandkids back then. But I was impressed with the program. I liked the
idea of the community It looked like they'd done their homework, and I still would like
to live in that community As it turns out now, it might be my retirement home but still I
like the plan. So that's my first point is I would like to encourage you to go ahead and
include a little bit more so they can make the original community intact like it was
planned to begin with. I don't think anybody anticipated that here at 2010 we'd still be
talking about whether it was going to be built or not. I know I had my garden already
planted years ago in my brain. But anyway, so the first point is I like the thing, I hope it
still happens. Affordable housing, I don't think anybody really believes it's, that the
need's been met yet on the West Side. I live in Kihei, I have for years, I drive up here, I
work on the sugar cane train. In the meantime, my mother- and father-in-law bought a
house at the worst possible time. My father-in-law passed away, cut my mother-in-law's
income in half so now we're helping her pay for a house that's not worth what the
mortgage is, typical scenario. That's my second point is a lot of people are probably
thinking with the economy like it is there are abundant cheap houses. Nope. Still not
affordable. They're cheaper than they were but that's, you know, the difference between
being hung with a short rope or a long rope, you're still hung. Point in case, friend of
mine works at the railroad, he has a second full-time job, renting a condominium in Kihei
because that's where he could afford to live. It went into foreclosure so he tried to buy it,
short sale, sounds like a good deal. Working two jobs he still had to borrow money from
his father-in-law to be able to afford it. So affordable housing is still a need. It's good
for the community to have working people live near their jobs, and for me, example, it's
right over the hill from my job. And who knows, I might work longer if that's the case.
That's about it. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you very much, Mr. Eoff. Carol Reimann to be
followed by May Fujiwara.
MS. REIMANN: Good evening, Chairman Kaho'ohalahala and Members of the Planning
Committee. My name is Carol Reimann and I represent the Maui Hotel & Lodging
Association. Our membership is comprised of approximately 40 properties that are
hotels, condominiums, and timeshares, and 80 allied businesses that include all major
banks, utility companies, and other businesses, all who have an interest in the visitor
industry. Collectively we employ over 10,000 Maui County residents. In early 2008,
tourism had just come off an unprecedented five-year growth spur. Upon reflection of
where we are currently, we know that this type of growth is unrealistic and can't possibly
be sustained. It will be a long time until we realize the numbers that were seen from this
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past growth. Today, we struggle with low occupancies, low visitor spending based on
low consumer confidence, and a struggling economy. The decline of our industry has
trickled down and affected many other businesses on the island. Moving forward, do we
expect the same type of growth? No. This past growth was most likely a one-shot deal
and looking forward, we hope to see a slow, gradual return of business once the
economic climate stabilizes. At this time, we're looking at 2010 to be another slow year
for our industry, with a gradual recovery in 2011. As you review the draft plan we ask
that you consider language that is friendly rather than black-and-white, negative language
that will impede our ability to adapt to changing times in the future. We ask that you
include language that supports and encourages the visitor industry. We need to be able to
recover from this economic slump in a balanced, sustainable manner It is in our best
interest to support sustainable growth, to balance what the island can handle and what the
community desires. We agree, the community should be involved in the future growth of
tourism, but we do not want to be hampered by restrictive language which will slow our
recovery process and restrict our ability to remain viable in this highly competitive
marketplace. It is a fact that the visitor industry is currently the principal economic driver
for Maui's economy and as such, we have a responsibility to care for this industry that so
many residents rely upon to survive. The industry represents nearly 40 percent of all jobs
and contributes approximately 40 percent of all real property tax collections on Maui.
We encourage you to incorporate language that supports a robust and vibrant visitor
industry. A healthy visitor industry will in turn support a healthy economy for Maui
County. We would like to also offer assistance to you as you review the draft Maui
Island Plan. Please know that we are available to answer any questions in regard to the
visitor industry during your review period and would be more than happy to provide you
with any information you need in drafting your recommendations. Thank you for the
opportunity to testify.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Carol. May Fujiwara to be followed by June
Kaaihue.
MS. FUJIWARA: Good evening, Planning Committee Chair Kaho' ohalahala and Members of
the Committee. Thank you for coming to West Maui. My name is May Fujiwara,
President of the Lahaina-Honolua Senior Citizens Club. As you know, our seniors are
very active and involved in many community affairs. We want a viable and strong
community not only for ourselves but for the wellbeing of our future generations. There
are many needs in our district. These include the need for affordable housing, senior
housing, medical facilities, infrastructure, cultural facilities, parks and playgrounds,
schools, and yes, even cemeteries. I've been attending the monthly planning meetings
that Kaanapali Land Management Corporation hosts to discuss the planning of Kaanapali
2020, Puukolii Mauka, and Wainee Village. I think it is one of the few regularly
scheduled meetings to discuss and to help to address the needs of our community At
these meetings with ever-concerned community members, we discuss and plan how these
projects can help not only our present population but also our future generations.
Through the many meetings that have been held, there is a vision now that we will be
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able to provide a place where our future generations can be born at the hospital, play at a
next-door park, walk to school, walk or bike to work, shop for groceries at a nearby store,
and later in life, stay at Hale Mahaolu in Puukolii or at the long-term care facility next to
the hospital. And yes, his family will be able to even bury him at a nearby cemetery.
Our vision also includes the ability for the residents to easily meet and get to know each
other as they stroll through the walking path. It's a vision that brings to mind how we
used to live a few decades ago in the plantation camps, where everyone lived and worked
and played together. Puukolii Mauka, Kaanapali 2020, and Wainee Village will help to
serve the longer term needs of our community All of us have put in a lot of time and
effort in helping to develop the plans for Kaanapali 2020, Puukolii Village, and Wainee
Village. Please help us in continuing this effort so that our dream of having our children
and grandchildren live in a better place, and this can become a reality. And I would also
like to lend support to the Pulelehua project and to the Olowalu Village also. And thank
you for allowing me to testify.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you very much. June Kaaihue to be followed by
Tamara Paltin.
MS. KAAIHUE: Aloha.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha.
MS. KAAIHUE: Happy New Year.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Happy New Year.
MS. KAAIHUE: Thank you for allowing me to speak, and thank you for being here. My name
is June Kaaihue. I live in Honokohau Valley. This is in support of the Pulelehua
community that has been in the planning process many years and talked about here by
West Maui residents now for over five years. You all have heard me speak before about
my support for Pulelehua, and I want to let you know that I am still waiting. Pulelehua is
far along in the process with an approved EIS and approved State land use designation.
Approval at Planning Commission and hearings started at . . . (pauses)... excuse me,
Council meetings. The Maui Island Plan shows Pulelehua, but only part of it is within
the urban growth boundary. The other parts are designated as future phases. Will this
affect the project's ability to offer the school, parks, trails and open space? If this is to try
and phase the project, I think the project will phase itself with the market and the
economy keeping the pace. The location is perfect for West Maui between Kaanapali
and Kapalua which will provide close community commuting for our resort workers by
providing affordable housing in close proximity to our workplace. Isn't that what the
Maui Island Plan is about? We would like to see this project move forward. We've been
talking about it for too many years, and prices are just going to get worse. I support
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Pulelehua. I would like to see you keep the entire project in the urban growth boundary.
I also would like to say that Patty Nishiyama is not here because she's not well, and I
would like to say in support of the Olowalu Town project. Na Kupuna 0 Maui supports
our kupuna who live there. The well-to-do who bought land here does not want this to
happen. Our kupuna needs to be heard because it is their heritage and their right. You
are here to decide their future. Listen to your heart and be pono. Thank you.
AUDIENCE . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo. Thank you. Tamara Paltin to be followed by Stan
Fujimoto.
MS. PALTIN: Aloha, Planning Committee. My name is Tamara Paltin and I'm here
representing myself. I've been following the General Plan process and I really like a lot
of the goals and the core values. I'm really pleased with the way that the Honolua area is
being protected as sensitive lands. I really like the Section 7.11D and I hope that really
gets included. One thing that I notice a lot of the population and economic studies are
from 2006 and I think it's kind of a good thing that this planning process took so long,
because a lot of people wouldn't have expected what happened in the past couple years
when everything was being planned in 2006. And I think the section in the General Plan
that says that inadequate infrastructure is a major land use problem in West Maui, when
the economy was better than it was now the infrastructure didn't get taken care of as well
it should. And so I, I really support the sections of the plan that talks about in-fill
planning and not spreading things out: all the urban growth areas such as Olowalu and
Mahinahina and Kaanapali 2020, Lahaina North-South, Mahinahina, Pulelehua. I think
for just one time of General Plan, 20 years, that's way too much considering all the
economic crisis. Are we as a County going to be able to support the infrastructure for all
those areas on West Maui when we cannot even support just Lahaina Town infrastructure
of schools? We don't even have the hospital yet. I would just like maybe if they could
pick one area, and I would choose Kaanapali 2020 than all these overextending ourselves
without the infrastructure to back it up. If, I think if realistically they let the
infrastructure catch up to the present growth and then build on from that, not catch up,
catch up, catch up, and allow more, allow more, allow more, is what I think. Also, I
would also like a viable, strong community and that includes the infrastructure. And so
far it doesn't seem like the market economy has been keeping pace with what we need.
The schools are overcrowded. Right now we might not even have buses this coming
year, furlough Fridays, and like that. I think to expand so much urban growth would be a
mistake in such a small amount of time when we can't even keep up with the
infrastructure that we have now. I'm not saying that it should never be developed but
economic recovery comes more slow after such a crisis that I would -MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MS. PALTIN: --hope that growth would be slower as well. Thank you.
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AUDIENCE . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Tamara. Stan Fujimoto to be followed by Ezekiela
"Zeke" Kalua.
MR. FUJIMOTO: Thank you very much. Good evening, Mr. Chairman and Council Members.
My name is Stan Fujimoto. I'm with the State of Hawaii HHFDC, Hawaii Housing
Finance and Development Corporation. HHFDC is the master developer of the Villages
of Leialii master plan, affordable, mixed-use project in Lahaina. This project is just
mauka of this civic center. The Villages of Leialii has been down . . . (change tape, start
side 1B). . . and 200 acres. The Villages of Leialii project is called Lahaina Town North
in the Maui Island Plan. Please allow us to register our opposition to this downgrading
and to allow, allow us to protect our interests as much as we can. The Villages of Leialii
project should not be penalized because of delays that were in...excusable due to events
beyond its control after substantial investments have been made in good faith. The
Villages of Leialii project has urban classification and approval under the existing West
Maui Community Plan. We have over $30 million in un-recovered costs invested in this
project, excluding carrying charges and staff overhead. We expanded the Lahaina
Wastewater Treatment Plant for the entire Villages of Leialii project. The County
refused to extend our sewer capacity agreement so now the County gets to use the
capacity, paid for by our project, for other projects. We paid for half of the cost for
installation of the sewer reclamation line from the wastewater treatment plant to about
halfway to our Leialii project which the County is now using to transport reclaimed
sewage for irrigation. The Villages of Leialii is an expansion of Lahaina Town. I
presume that's why it's called Lahaina Town North in the Maui Island Plan. This project
is more appropriate for urban expansion under smart growth principles than scattered
development because it's an expansion of an, of an existing town. We just completed a
revised master plan for the Villages of Leialii project based upon, it's based upon new
urban, urbanist principles to be a walkable, bikeable, active lifestyle community. We
thought about greenness, one of our concept is green concept. We seek to have a wide
range of affordable housing. The master plan promotes roadway connectivity with
adjacent lands. We're going to have two elementary schools, parks, open space, and
mixed uses. The Villages of Leialii can be a meaningful affordable housing alternative to
other housing types in the community, and we urge this Council to include the entire
Villages of Leialii project into the Maui Island Plan. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Fujimoto.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Ezekiela, Zeke to be followed by Joseph Pluta.
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MR. KALUA: Good evening, Chair Kaho'ohalahala, Members of the Committee, and
distinguished members of the Administration. My name is Ezekiela Kalua, Executive
Director for the West Maui Taxpayers Association. I've been to a lot of the meetings
with the General Plan, and I want to give a lot of credit to the people that actually forged
the maps and everything that you see in front of you. It's been a long time coming. I'd
first like to say that a plan without enforcement is really nothing, and as long as we allow
people to do other than what we put on the books, other than what the community asked
for, other than what people have gathered for the last three years to put together, then all
of us are wasting our time. And I don't say this because I'm not optimistic. I say this
because I moved back to Maui in January of 2000 and I've seen a lot of good and I've
seen a lot of bad. You know, back then they had an acronym for people who didn't like
development. It was called NIMBY, N-I-M-B-Y, not in my backyard. Well being of the
young generation, only age 33, we have an acronym now, it's called N-O-M-S, not on my
shoulders. And this is directly related to the fact of failing infrastructure and the idea that
our taxes are going to be disappearing from this County as fast as the State can take them,
leaving us basically in a really hard-to-win situation. You know, we have had issues
brought before many people in the past about our failing infrastructure and what's really
happening, and the thing is if you allow entitlements and you allow development, yeah,
you create jobs for the construction workers. But if you build houses in areas where we
don't have fire departments or people that can help put out the house in case the fire
should engulf it, then what have we really created? You know, it's really, it's really hard
to be in a position to say this because I have a lot of friends who have been unemployed
for over six months, some over a year, and I'd like to see them working again. I'd like to
see them being able to spend money, being able to do things with their families. But the
thing is it's, it's, it's almost a damned if you do, damned if you don't situation right now.
Urban growth boundaries are a terrific idea. But if we allow the Board of Variances and
Appeals to overdo that because somebody needs 20 extra feet for their sidewalk to make
a bigger distance around the golf course, we're failing as a community And a lot of
things that people have said, you know, worry me, you know, whether or not we're going
to have buses, it's just really the beginning. You know, whether or not we're going to be
able to run the air conditioners at our really hot school down over here because a lack of
green energy is something that is probably more important to look at. And the thing is,
you know, I apologize for throwing you in all of these directions, but ladies and
gentlemen, this is where we are as a nation right now, not as just a community. You
know, when I was growing up I would never go into another district and tell them what to
do. And I'm going to be very careful how I say this, me personally, I was very vexed
with the idea of putting development into Olowalu.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. KALUA: But then when I sat down and I listened to how passionate Mrs. Rodrigues was,
Mr. Kaaihue, and the people from that community, I had to ask myself who am I to tell
them no? I don't live there. My family isn't from there. My family's iwi is not in the
ground. But the thing is it's not just about looking at just little single parts of the island,
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because I know that's what the General Plan has been doing and that's why it's been
long-pressed to come to this point. But I just ask you that, especially to the
Administration, if you're still around, you know, remember this testimony that you hear
tonight and have the guts to fight over development in areas where it doesn't belong.
Have the guts to follow the community plan to the "T", and have the guts to listen to the
people like Jim Johnson, who's no longer with us tonight, because they helped forge the
community that make it what it is today. Thank you.
AUDIENCE . . . (Applause).. .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Zeke. Joseph Pluta to be followed by Mike Bunyard.
MR. PLUTA: Good evening, Planning Commission [sic] Members. Thank you very much for
coming. My name is Joseph Pluta. I'm here today with the hat on of a Kaanapali 2020
charter member and Transportation Chairman. I have other hats but I'm only wearing
that one today. For 20-some...oh excuse me. Over ten years we have, it's really 11 years
ago since we had our first meeting at Kaanapali 2020, and I was, been attending meetings
once a week or once a month minimum, once a month but oftentimes once a week or
more that, those last ten years for that plan. And I've never seen more involvement or
broad-end openness to any plan in the 30 years I've been in Maui than I saw there. It was
very, very inspiring and to see how when you have all these critical components of a plan
coming together, there had to be areas of tradeoff and offset and to, to allow things to
work as a whole. And it seems to me like the, most, for the most part this, this plan is
being implemented as the community wanted it. It seems like though a part of it is being
chopped off. And that one part is being chopped off was right above Puukolii Road
where the, the train station is where you had a multipurpose transportation hub center
there. As I was the Transportation Chairman for our group, I, I'm a little disappointed to
see that that was left off 'cause that was a critical component of the plan. You know,
how to get people moving through the whole area was, was very, very important and that
was a transportation hub was critical to our plan of circulation. So I, I'm upset that that's
left off, but I wish that would not be left off. It brings to me the point again of saying
that, you know, ten years the community's worked on this plan, and then now for a few
years somebody else has taken a look at it and they, they're neglecting the other seven
years of work. I'd like to see that reconsidered and not just taken piecemeal. It's got to
be brought together as a whole and preserved as a whole. It won the American Planners'
community planning award. It's the best community plan in the State of Hawaii so, you
know, it's got something going for it, it shouldn't be ignored. The whole plan should be
looked at in its whole and its entirety and not any portion of it disregarded. So I ask that
you consider that, and I also ask if there's anything negative, the language in this plan, in
this planning process, that be eliminated. If we're going to target certain industries and
say negative things about things, I don't know if this is the right forum for that in the
community plan. Especially I, I wanted to call out the part of this plan that allowed for
some resort development as a tradeoff for no development at all in other places. So we
have to have some economic vitality in certain areas so we won't have to have any
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anyplace else, and that's the tradeoff. So we had North Beach. Nobody wanted, we
wanted to keep it as a park but that was the tradeoff, so allow no development elsewhere.
So now that we've done that, let's don't abandon the rest of the plan. You know, the
tradeoff's been done already. So let's take advantage of the rest of the plan and what it
had in, in place.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. PLUTA: Oh, thank you very much.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Mr. Pluta. Mike Bunyard to be followed by Hans
Michel.
MR. BUNYARD: Once again thank you very much for coming over to Lahaina tonight so we
all didn't have to drive to the other side. My name is Mike Bunyard. I'm speaking on
behalf of Kaanapali 2020. I've been going to the meetings for probably about seven
years now. I think they have a great plan, we've opened it up to the public, anybody
could come anytime they wanted to the meetings, and they've done a great job. Then it
went to the GPAC. It's been there for about three years in planning and I think it's pretty
much set. So I ask that you not change anything with the Kaanapali 2020. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, Mike. Hans.
MR. MICHEL: Good evening, everybody.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good evening.
MR. MICHEL: Hello to you planners. . . . (inaudible). . . been looking on you for the last half an
hour because I was looking over the plan us guys from GPAC put together, and I see you
guys make a lot of modification and we're kind of short on things over there. And my
biggest concern is this, everybody talks about economy, why you guys worried about
economy? You guys get paid every day, economy good or bad you get your paycheck.
It's the people who's stay working for peanuts have to scrape the money to get affordable
housing, and affordable housing never really can do where they said 50/50. That never
got built. Nobody on Maui built 50 percent affordable and 50 percent marketable. All
that was talk, talk, and talk. Now they, Nishiki talk about 20 percent. I mean he almost
got me whacked on the head when I see that. You know what I mean? I mean let's face
it, you've been talking 50/50. Well let's keep 50/50. And when the GPAC puts on the
map, leave it be as GPAC have designed, not what these three guys designed over there.
Because what is also missing in the new plan is the mass transit corridor. GPAC had that
on the map. What happened to that? I no see nothing. I mean they think they helping us
by not developing 2020, Kaanapali 2020. I've been with them for over ten years. I'm
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also a citizen of West Maui for 48 years. I see a lot of crummy guys come and go. And
what do we have for our grandchildren? Nothing. Nothing to show. Me, I no worry, I
got my bills paid . . . (inaudible). . . I mean I don't want to brag, thank God for that, but I
know . . . (inaudible). . . money is spent. First you make it, then you spend it. Americans
spend first and pay later. Now the whole country's upside down, but I cannot see why
you people want to cut off . . .(inaudible). . . That was on the south side of Wainee
Village is all affordable housing. They cut that off because some guys didn't like the
amount. They cut off on Kaanapali 20 [sic] on the north side, and they're talking about
cutting off Olowalu. Let those guys spend if they have money. If they run broke, lucky
for you, you might get something for free. But it's not the County to decide what's right
and wrong. Half of them don't even can raise kids anymore because they don't know
what to do. Well, let's face it, I mean, excuse me. You the Water Board Director, no, the
Water Board Chair. Beginning of the GPAC . . .(inaudible). . . brainstorm, I went ask
when we start drilling water wells in West Maui and till today you don't even have a plan
yet. I mean that's over three-and-a-half year.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. MICHEL: Now my golly, what are you people doing? Can you imagine, you're not
planning ahead, you're planning backwards, and that's why I call you guys the decline of
the Roman Empire. Think about, read history book. Thank you for your time.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Hans. Thank you. Next testifier is John Cote to be
followed by George Lavenson.
MR. COTE: That's a tough act to follow, Hans. Man, oh man. I love you, though. My name's
John Cote. I'm actually representing myself but I have been an active participant in the
community-based Kaanapali 2020, and it's been a love of my life. I, I've been here only
121/2 years. The last ten, it's just been something, to be able to wrap our arms around this
wonderful 2020 and, and what that we're doing as a community, that's the beauty of this
thing. The community came together and said let's do this together and we all planned it
whether it be Joe or Hans or all of us. And, and it's really, really good stuff. Thank you
for the opportunity of giving me the opportunity to speak, and thank you for coming to
and listening to our West Side Story. 2020 recently had a ten-year celebration and I've
been with them about ten. I got, I get in a little bit late. I think it was about the following
year. And we're honoring all those people who gave of their time and their effort and
energy for the community for 2020. And, then those that assisted in the decision-making,
the process as, as what happens to our aina, the needs, and the needs of our community
Since the process has been going on for so long some of our people have been, become
incapacitated. We heard about another one this evening. And there, there were a couple
of, two, two people that have come to mind, to my mind that were such an active role,
and that was Jim Wriston III, who is no longer with us and also Ed Lindsey who is just, I
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mean what a Godsend Ed Lindsey was. And these people are going to be surely missed.
Anyway, thank you. I, I appreciate your, your listening to me. I, I, I'm totally in support
of Kaanapali 2020 and the Wainee project and it is in our best interest that we follow that
plan, and mahalo for listening.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, John.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: George Lavenson followed by Patrice Moynihan, Moynihan
MR. LAVENSON: Good evening, everybody. I'm George Lavenson and I speak both for
myself and also for the Chief of Staff of Maui Memorial Medical Center regarding the, in
favor of the, a fully effective emergency helicopter medical system for Maui. This has
been addressed in GPAC and in the Maui Plan, and we are in favor of that. The
recommendation comes from my experience caring for casualties in Vietnam and the
Gulf War, and more recently in Germany taking care of the casualties coming out from
Iraq and Afghanistan as chairman of the trauma system in Central California. In addition,
my oldest, and also I'm an instructor for advance trauma life support for the Army. And
my oldest son is the chief pilot for CALSTAR medivac system in California, and he's
still teaching me as he did all the time he was growing up, as I think all of us have been
through with our kids. Now there's many remote areas on Maui including West Maui,
and most life-threatening emergencies need to have initiation of care within the golden
hours we all know to really effect saving lives. In these measures though, they must be
given within the golden hour are most often complex and need a full capabilities of a full
complex hospital such as Maui Memorial Medical Center. It's clearly impossible to
reproduce blood banks, operating rooms, emergency rooms, ICUs, ventilators, highly
trained multiple specialists every remote area in Maui, you can't do it. It makes more
sense to rapidly bring the patient to one excellent comprehensive hospital. Even when
we do have medical facilities in areas other than Wailuku in Maui, you still need to have
a helicopter after initial care to get them to the comprehensive hospital rapidly. Maui
Memorial is now establishing a helipad, but there's many other measures that need to be
done that are addressed in GPAC, such as making sure that the crew, the pilots, and the
medical crew of the helicopter and the helicopter are all based at the same place and
many other upgrades that we don't have now that we should have. There's probably no
place I can think of other than Maui where a good medivac helicopter system is more
needed, it could be more valuable for all of us. So that's all I have to say and to
recommend that we address that. And since I may have a second or two left, I'd just like
to also underscore and agree with what Tamara said about making sure that we do have
infrastructure for our development now and with that that is coming and also in deciding
on that development, making sure that we preserve and don't destroy the charm that Maui
is. Thank you very much for your attention.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
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CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Mr. Lavenson. Patrice Moynihan to be followed
by Ed Thompson.
MS. MOYNIHAN: Hello, good evening, aloha. Thank you so much for coming to the West
Side this evening. I'm advocating for affordable rentals and especially advocating for
senior citizens. I look around the room and a lot of us are turning into seniors. There's a
plot of land here on West Maui, it's adjacent to the Pali Highway, Front Street, adjacent
to the canal. Can you envision this? It's right next door to Front Street Apartments, it's
owned by the Weinberg Foundation, it's been sitting there for a couple of decades or
longer just burning up in the sun. And I thought it would be just a perfect opportunity for
mixed housing, particularly affordable rental and for seniors. We only have the Piilani
[sic] Senior Citizen Center here on West Maui and it's literally crumbling, it's falling
apart, and there's about a year waiting list. And where are we going to all live when we
reach those golden years? So who would I talk to? Is it Planning people? Is it Council
people to get the ball rolling with this? I've talked with Sandy at MEO. He's very
interested. Mr. Molina attended a meeting a year ago for affordable rentals. We talked
mostly about that. And also our Mayor Charmaine Tavares is very open to this. A lot of
times the citizens just don't know where to start. So does anybody have any information
for me, who should I call? Should I collect business cards tonight? Should I meet the
Planning Commission? Anyone, please?
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: You can call all of our offices.
MS. MOYNIHAN: Okay.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: And then initiate those kinds of discussions. And it is within
your, your own purview to generate just a simple letter to the Council, and if you want to
address it to your West Maui Council -MS. MOYNIHAN: Jo Anne.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: --Member or you can address it to the, this Council Chair and
it becomes an item of which we can take up.
MS. MOYNIHAN: Do you know a piece of land I'm describing? Does anybody...yes. And,
Mr. Molina, I think you know. Gladys, you know too. And the Planning Commission?
Okay. So it's just, we have the houseless living there now and, you know, lots of feral
cats, and I think it would be a great opportunity for, for seniors, affordable rental. Give
people that work locally a chance to have a place to live and not have to make that drive
on the, on the Pali everyday. Thank you very much.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
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CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Patrice. Ed Thompson to be followed by Gregg
Lundberg.
MR. THOMPSON: Good evening, Chair Kaho'ohalahala and Members of the Planning
Committee. My name is Ed Thompson and I represent the American Resort
Development Association, the Hawaii Chapter or the local chapter of the National
Timeshare Trade Association. ARD of Hawaii is concerned with some of the negative
policy statements in the current version of the draft regarding timeshare development.
We are concerned that only one type of transient use, timeshare is recommended to be
discouraged. We are hopeful that the Planning Committee will take into consideration
the opinions of many people in the community who were not invited to provide input.
For example, no one from the visitor industry was invited to be part of the General Plan
Advisory Committee or consulted by the Department of Planning in making
recommendations on the Maui Island Plan. The visitor industry testified at numerous
General Advisory Committee and Planning Commission meetings to make its position
known. ARD is confident that the Planning Committee will consider all sides when it
comes to important issues affecting growth, historic and cultural preservation, land use,
and industries that make our lifestyle vibrant and viable. Please focus on providing a
balanced roadmap for Maui's people. Finally, we ask that you consider again removing
those negative policy statements, and thank you very much for allowing me to provide
testimony. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo. Thank you, Ed. Mr. Gregg Lundberg followed by
Sulinn Aipa.
MR. LUNDBERG: Good evening, Chair Kaho'ohalahala and Members of the Planning
Committee. My name is Gregg Lundberg and I'm here before you today as the General
Manager of the Westin Kaanapali Ocean Resort Villas and as a 23-year resident of the
island of Maui. I'd like to provide comment on the draft Maui Island Plan, specifically
policy statements that discourage the growth of timeshare industry and threaten to
negatively impact one of Maui's vibrant economic contributors. Even during this
unprecedented economic downturn with the State facing double-digit declines in visitor
counts, timeshare resorts on Maui are standing strong and outperforming their hotel
partners while providing secure jobs and benefits for hardworking employees. Although
the Westin Kaanapali Ocean Resort and Villas on Maui are vacation ownership, they run
an annual occupancy of well over 83 percent, of which 60 percent are owners and
40 percent are rentals. That translate to over 400 available rental rooms per day. The
resort is forecast in 2010 to run an annualized occupancy in excess of 84 percent. This is
significantly higher than occupancies at most hotels during these tough economic times;
however, I'm most proud of the fact that we have not laid off one employee due to the
economic downturn. We currently employ more than 350 resort staff, 100 sales and
marketing associates, and more than 300 contract employees. All 750 employees are
residents of Maui County. It is also important to note that during the 2000...the period of
2008 and 2012, individual owners of our resort will invest in excess of 17 point
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million... $17 2 million in the refurbishment and the upkeep of the property and the
facility, never letting it decline or getting rundown. Local research indicates that
timeshare resorts also experience high levels of customer satisfaction leading to more
repeat visitors. Compared to other islands, Maui timeshare resorts are particularly
popular with a high percentage rate of 77 percent of repeat visitors to Hawaii. As such,
timeshare resorts represent a valuable and diverse component of Hawaii's vital visitor
industry. Finally, County lawmakers cannot dispute the significant, dispute the
significant tax revenue generated by Maui's timeshare companies. Maui timeshare
resorts pay the highest amount of real property tax in the County compared to nontimeshare resorts with every penny of real property tax staying in the County. That
amounts to over $17.7 million annually in property tax. I respectfully ask that the County
Council not adopt the policy that prohibits or discourages the development of timeshare
resorts on Maui. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, Gregg.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Is it Sulinn? Sulinn Aipa followed by Vicki McCarty.
MS. AIPA: Good evening, Chair Kaho'ohalahala and Members of the Planning Committee.
Aloha and mahalo for hearing me this evening. My name is Sulinn Aipa and I represent
the Westin Kaanapali Ocean Resort Villas. It is a great honor to present my testimony to
you who will see through the adoption of our Maui Island Plan. I strongly believe it will
set the quality of life for our community and help us achieve our island's vision. I have
been working at the Westin Kaanapali Ocean Resort Villas for over two years now. I
enjoy my job, the work I do, and especially the people I work with. Timeshare resorts
provide quality jobs and steady employment for people of Maui. I understand that over
1,800 people like me are employed in the timeshare industry on the island. As an
employee of the timeshare resort, I see guests treat our resort like their home. Not only
do they support our jobs at the Westin Villas but they also support many local vendors
that provide services to Maui resorts. They also shop at local retailers and patronize
restaurants and local attractions throughout the island. Timeshare resorts are valuable
contributors to our local economy and have proven to be a desired vacation option for
many of our visitors. They provide over $17 7 million in tax revenues that stay here on
Maui and directly benefit Maui. Even Hawaii residents, over 2,800 of them own
timeshare units on Maui. We have been fortunate to be working at a timeshare property
where the number of guests remain steady year over year despite downturns in the
economy. We are also especially grateful that our timeshare resort has been spared from
the layoffs occurring at many hotels here on Maui. Not only has our timeshare resort
shown a steady flow of business during economic challenges but it has also shown that its
commitment to the community remains tremendously strong. In 2009 alone, the Westin
Villas continue to support, support organizations in need by raising and donating over
$20,000 to local charities and schools on the island; promote a sustainable community by
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forming a sustainability council that works on creating awareness for guests and
employees on decreasing impacts on the environment; and also educating guests and
employees on perpetuating historical sites and cultural practices through active
restorative efforts at Honokowai Valley. Ladies and gentlemen, I am a Maui girl, born
and raised here. My brothers grew up here, my father grew up here, even my
grandmother was born and raised here. Maui is my home, Maui is our home, and just
like you, I have seen this island change right before my eyes. . .from the days when we
had to drive to Makena on a lonely dirt road, from Kihei being nothing but kiawe trees.
Our island uniqueness, its sense of place is forever rooted in me, and I would not be
standing in front of you today if I wasn't confident that our timeshare resort has nothing
but respect and dignity for every person living on Maui, our local way of life, our
community, our culture, our environment, and our need for sustainability. I hope the
County Council will see the benefit and positive impact that the timeshare industry has on
helping us achieve our island's vision. And I hope the County Council agrees to protect
the timeshare industry and not do anything that would hurt the livelihood of our Maui
residents. Thank you again for hearing me tonight. Mahalo.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Sulinn. Vicki McCarty followed by Carl
Offenbach.
MS. McCARTY: Aloha. My name is Vicki McCarty and I'm speaking for myself. Thank you
for coming to the West Side. I've read the plan and the language is beautiful. But some
of the ideas and some of the development in the plan conflicts with the language. . . . (end
of tape, start side 2A). . . different situation now than we were when the plan started.
Two, three years ago, who would have ever guessed that the economy would be where it
is. Who would have ever guessed that our children wouldn't be going to school five days
a week. Who would have ever guessed that we'd be facing the things that we're facing.
And the reason I mention that is that the decisions that you make today and next week
and the week after, you'll be asked to make commitments for things into the future that
we don't know we have. If you'll look back five years when commitments like that were
made, people thought there would be money for the infrastructure. People thought there
would be money and water and other things. That has not happened. We don't know
what will happen. If we don't have an infrastructure that sustains the present population,
how can we go forward? The tradeoffs are too great. We cannot give things away today
that we don't know we'll have. You cannot continue to drill wells for water if we don't
know where that water will be. I ask you to be very, very, very careful on the decisions
that you make, not to hurt anyone, not to deny anyone anything that they think they want
or think they need or that they do need. But just be very careful what you give away
today because it may not be there in the future. I'd like make one other point. Recently
in the newspaper there was a viewpoint about a National Geographic study that was done
about the cultural aspects of Maui. Now this is an organization that has traveled around
the globe for longer than I've been alive to highlight different and various cultures. In
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their study, they said Maui was the third worst place of all of the places they studied.
That in itself is shocking but it's kind of a wakeup call, you know, we need to open our
eyes. The second part of that study was more alarming to me.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MS. McCARTY: In the study, the things that they were the most impressed by were the
vineyards, a goat farm, and a lavender farm. They mentioned not one thing relating to
Hawaiian culture and especially they saw no Hawaiian cultural things in West Maui. We
should all be very alarmed by that. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (Applause).. .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Vicki. Carl Offenbach to be followed by Levan
Sequeira.
MR. OFFENBACH: Hi my name's Carl Offenbach. I'm not used to speaking in front of
crowds. Sorry. A plan should be just a plan and that's it. It shouldn't look so far into the
future because we have certain things we have to deal with now within our society and
the economics, and there's things that are a lot more important that the energy should be
going to rather than further down the road. So we have to put a little bit more focus, we
have to focus on the future, but we have to take care more of what we have here in the
present. We have a lot of problems as far as our infrastructure, invasive species, chickens
running wild all over the place, and we're pandemicly [sic] prone as an island. You have
to have a little bit more forethought. Look a little bit back behind 'cause I see a
deterioration of everything that was Hawaiian that I saw when I came here. I see the
culture, everything is like bought and sold, and it's like there's no more aloha, but you
cannot buy pono. Thanks.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, Carl. Levan Sequeira followed by Pam English.
MR. SEQUEIRA: Thank you, Sol Kaho'ohalahala, for having me come up to the, this meeting.
Also thank you, Members of the Council. I'll be talking about the quality of life and as
our, as affected by the invasive specie that I foresee coming up at this time. Three
months ago, we talked about 400,000 cats being loose on the island. We got pigs that are
running wild in the mountains right now. We got deer running throughout the Makena
area ending up on golf courses and such. I'd like to point out to you that right now we
have another problem coming up, and this one is the invasive species of actually roosters,
chickens. And now they're actually invading our neighborhoods. I personally live by the
medical group. At one point last year between June and July, there was 150 unchecked
roosters and chickens running about that area. If you cannot imagine how much noise
they would cause from 2:30 at night all day long till sundown. These, these animals are
unchecked, they're unchecked, they're rapidly propagating, nobody's checking on them.
The County won't help me to do anything about it. I took it on as a personal crusade to
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get rid of some of these. Last month alone when I took records, I did, I trapped about
55 roosters and chickens in that area and moved them out of town. They are contributing
to the noise pollution. This will also affect not only our residential areas but pretty soon
when it gets out of hand they're going to be start affecting our visitor industry. They
cause property damage with their droppings, their digging of holes. They're spreading
diseases like salmonella and ovarian [sic] viruses that you have to be aware of. There's
two ordinances, well one ordinance I know that sits on a desk in Sol's office that we'd
like to have passed and that's the support of Chapter 19.38, Fowl Prohibition, prohibiting
fowl in residential areas, okay, and areas where you have hotels and such. I'd also like to
propose that the County Council look into another law that might be looking into the wild
ones that are now being loose on public lands and private open lands. This is becoming
quite a problem. I've personally looked around and was told that the invasive specie
right now in Maui have taken over Kokomo area; Ukumehame; Olowalu; Honolua Bay;
Lahainaluna Road, sections of it; Dickenson Street, sections of it; Lahaina Safeway
parking lot; the Lahaina Municipal Pool; the Lahaina medical group area; areas of Kihei;
Makena; Waihee; north end, and that's the north end of this, this part of the island;
Puamana, mauka of Puamana. They already started.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. SEQUEIRA: If you've been to Kauai and see that it's out of hand, we're going to be
having this problem on our, dumped on us real soon. So I just ask the Council to please
look into this and to see if we can find a solution to it. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Hold on, Levan. We have a question for you. Come.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much for bringing this to us our attention
tonight. Just a question. You said you were able to get about 55 of 'em. You trapped
`em?
MR. SEQUEIRA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So if we were to do a massive trapping thing, we might be able
to make a dent in this problem? 'Cause I see chickens running everywhere. I know what
you're talking about.
MR. SEQUEIRA: Trapping is one solution, but there's going to have to be some other solutions
that are maybe more drastic than trapping. Because I know if trapping, will it be, will be
effective up to a certain point and after that, I wish I had a permit to do, take more drastic
actions, because they are smart birds and they will not go into a trap after a while.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Well, thank you very much. It's something we've got to
deal with. I know what you're talking about. Thanks.
MR. SEQUEIRA: Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo. Pam, Pam English, okay, followed by Lucienne
deNaie. Go ahead.
MS. ENGLISH: Aloha, Chair and Members of the Planning Committee. My name is Pam
English with Maui Land and Pineapple Company. Thank you for coming to the West
Maui area tonight which starts the review of a complex document that's taken years to
compile and will be our bible of sorts for the next decade. I've been involved with the
process through the GPAC and the Planning Commission and have to commend the Long
Range staff for their perseverance in gathering opinion, data, and research from all walks
of Maui people. This plan goes well beyond the visionary level. It drills down to some
very specific details that will shape our island. It sets requirements and priorities for your
budget, capital improvement funding, as well as land use and zoning mandates. But
tonight we're starting to focus on the West Maui area so I'll speak briefly on this section
of the plan. In November we set out to update our research on the level of continued
interest in Pulelehua. We were bombarded with an outpouring of support. You'll see I
passed out a few of the hundreds of comments we received from people all over the
island waiting for affordable housing in, in West Maui. It's an incredibly long process to
garner support and approvals while trying to keep an economically viable development
going especially within this economy. We received approval of our EIS in July 2005,
and a year later Urban State land use designation, Planning Department recommendation
of approval, and then on to Planning Commission, approved there in June of 2006. Now
we're ready to move forward with hearings at your Land Use Committee where we
started discussions in March of 2008. We're ready for Pulelehua. The West Side has
waited long enough for quality affordable housing in close proximity to our job base at
the resorts of Kaanapali and Kapalua. Tonight we request you continue to support
Pulelehua by keeping the project within the urban growth boundary. Currently the draft
maps have truncated the project by suggesting about half be designated as urban reserve.
As you know, any project must look at the totality of the development before committing
to the first phase. Without that you get a series of non-connected small neighborhoods
with no chance for the amenity elements, connectivity, schools, trails, parks that could be
achieved with a holistic outlook for the future. We need to know our entitlements are
secure before we can commit to a first phase. Free market economy will provide
development phasing. The demand for housing will dictate how fast we bring phases to
the market. An unknown reserve designation will force us to rethink the project's vitality
as the costs might, might not be amortized over a discretionary unknown. We request
that as you move forward and look at the maps you include the entire Pulelehua project in
the urban growth boundary. Also on the maps in the West Maui region is the Kapalua
Resort. We request that you add the Project District 2 Kapalua Mauka within the resort
designation on the economics policies map. The West Maui Community Plan currently
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states that this project district is intended to provide, within the context of the resort, a
mix of recreational activities -MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MS. ENGLISH: --including an existing golf course, clubhouse, pro shop, restaurants, bars,
tennis, and recreational amenities, and commercial services. It's Kapalua, it's a resort.
This new plan also has the goal to keep resort product within the resort areas. Kapalua
Mauka clearly fits this bill and is needed to support the continued economic viability of
Kapalua. We ask for your support on this mapping as well. Thanks again for coming out
here tonight and we'll be here to support you as you begin your long process of review.
Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Pam.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Lucienne deNaie followed by, oh, Hinano Can't, can't read
your writing.
MS. deNAIE: That's the sign of an educated man. Good evening, Council Members. Good
evening, Staff. I'm Lucienne deNaie. I apologize. Irene Bowie wanted to come and
offer these remarks but she is catching up. So I'm, volunteered to come. Maui
Tomorrow has reviewed many different phases of the plan. We have commented on all
the different areas because we have board members that live throughout the island and
each has brought their manao to the process. The, the general feeling was that the maps
that the Director has put forward are a very reasonable view of what we can live with in
West Maui. Now I know everyone roots for their team and everyone roots for their pet
project and this is only natural, and these are all good projects. The only thing is, are we
going to have 14,000 new units in West Maui, and is there going to be the water and the
roads, and the schools, and the everything else for them? Or are we going to have, you
know, a little bit nearer to maybe 10,000 or 9,000 new units? Because you gotta think
there are already some other things that are approved that are in this mix. They're not
really clearly shown on your maps but they are in the books, and there are things that can
be built. Now the gentleman from the Villages of Leialii, you know, that's one thing
there. Hawaiian Homes, another thing there. We really need to look at the big picture
and that's, that's the really tough thing to do here. We found it helpful to look at the
principles that were put forth through the GPAC and the Planning Commission process.
Some of these principles are no-brainers. Of course we want to avoid impacts to
sensitive lands. If it's environmentally or culturally sensitive place, not a great place to
start a big project. We want to locate growth where infrastructure can be viably and
realistically provided. As several have mentioned, we've heard promises for years, you
know, where is the beef? It's not easy to do infrastructure. So let's try to contain
ourselves a little bit until we can get a handle on it. We also want to locate growth near
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to where residents work, shop, go to school, recreate, so forth and so on, and mix uses to
allow for a full community of uses, shops, parks, alternative transportation routes,
schools, et cetera. We also want to look at public transit routes. I am a little disappointed
that our maps are not showing a transit corridor. I know there was an element that shows
that in the larger map lexicon. But this is a very, very important thing and we should be
planning around it. It goes with urban growth boundaries. We also want to look at the,
the sense that, you know, the market is changing around and some projects have claimed
that they absolutely have to have a certain size, but then the developers themselves come
back and downsize these projects and change them because of the reality. So sure,
everybody wants the maximum amount of land entitled, it's only economics. But is that
good planning?
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MS. deNAIE: That's the decision for you folks to make Wishing you good luck in this and
Maui Tomorrow is happy to provide any expertise or advice along the way. Thank you.
Aloha.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Lucienne. Hinano Rodrigues followed by Dick
Mayer.
MR. RODRIGUES: Aloha mai kakou. I'm Hinano Rodrigues. Thank you for the opportunity
to express my manao. I'm here on a personal appearance. While I am a member of the
GPAC and while I do work for State Historic Preservation, I am, I am not representing
either. 0 wai kou mau makua? Who are your ancestors? No hea mai oe? Where do you
come from? These are the most important words uttered by our kupuna when one
entered into another ahupuaa. The answers to these questions determine the value
afforded your opinions. That being said, I am a direct linear descendent of Chief
Kamakakehau, konohiki in Ukumehame. His daughter Kauakahiakua married Kealoi and
had a daughter Haehaea. Haehaea married Kaaea who had a daughter Kemamo who then
married Junsaburo Fujishiro. They had a daughter, Louise Leialoha who married John
Hoolulu Kaahui. They had a daughter Kamaileolihauwho married Vincent Rodrigues Jr.
I am the result of that union. For the record, my grandparents were third cousins. That
fact is important because it further solidifies my lineal genealogical ties to Olowalu and
Ukumehame. I'm asking this body to provide the opportunity for development in
Olowalu by including Olowalu on the map. I am not asking you to approve the details of
the plans. That opportunity will present itself down the road as the development plans
winds its way through the process. It is then we were given the opportunity to discuss the
details. In the past, the people of Olowalu have never been given the opportunity to be a
part of the decision-making process. As time goes, the opportunity will become less and
less possible as the demographics of Maui has and is changing rapidly. In 20 years most
of us won't be here. The people who will speak of a sense of place won't be of that
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place. During ancient days, we became wards of the Alii. Then we became wards of the
missionaries. Then we became wards of the sugar planters. Then we became wards of
the Big Five. During territorial days, we became wards of the Federal government. Then
statehood came and we became wards of the State. But something else has also
happened. Our parents educated us. We no longer need be wards. We can make our
own decisions, be it good or bad. That is what I'm asking you for, the right to
self-determination for the descendents of Olowalu. Give us the opportunity to plan our
community by permitting the process to begin now, not 20 years. That will be too late.
Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Hinano Thank you. Dick Mayer followed by
Adeline Rodrigues.
MR. MAYER: Thank you, Chair. And Happy New Year to all of you. The plan that you have
been given by the Director has in it several statements relating to the West Side and the
challenges West Maui is facing. Among those statements it says on Page 8-36, Resident
and visitor population growth have surpassed the capacity of the Honoapiilani Highway
and traffic congestion has become an everyday problem. Inadequate infrastructure is a
major land use problem in West Maui. Agricultural land and open space is important to
the region's visitor industry and is a vital component of maintaining separation between
West Maui's individual communities. Affordable resident housing is scarce, leaving
local families with limited housing options. Development has generated non-point source
pollution that has degraded the region's coral reefs, fish stocks, and water quality. Past
construction projects have resulted in the runoff of sediment, fertilizers, and stormwater
into these areas' nearshore waters. Finally, the areas' marine environment . . .and, and
the marine environment. Increased use of the area along with development related nonpoint source pollution has stressed some of the healthiest reefs on the island. With that as
a background, what we're now proposing in this plan is an addition of many, many, many
more units. And there's a real need on your part to review, are the numbers proper? And
I'd just like to cite three or four numbers here. We already have on Maui, according to
the plan, 7,390 existing units in West Maui. That's housing units. There are now already
entitled, even if this plan was not put into effect at all, 7,095 more units, for a total of
over 14,000 units. That was a doubling of 7,000 to 14,000 units. This plan is
recommending in its urban growth boundaries an additional 3,600 units. These are all
rounded-off numbers. The question is can our infrastructure hold up? The answer I
would believe, I believe is not, and I would urge you to take a look carefully at the plan
itself and particularly Appendix C in the back of the document which lists all of the
projects, all the infrastructure projects. And many of them, one project is very
significantly missing and that's the highway between Central Maui and West Maui.
There's one little section in there that says $11 million for road widening. $11 million is
all that's been given to doubling the population of West Maui. And I would urge you to
go through it very carefully with a fine tooth comb. Is there enough money available and
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where will it come from? The plan makes many suggestions about raising taxes and
gives you even sources that, of taxes that you can raises and fees you can assess,
et cetera. You as political leaders know how difficult it will be to raise taxes, to assess
fees against a lot of opposition, and I suspect the money will not be available to build the
infrastructure for even the existing projects that can be built, never mind the ones which
are being added to the project. And I'm very concerned that we may have a plan here
that's financially unviable. It's, it is excellent location for many of these projects but
perhaps there is not enough money, and this does not even include . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. MAYER: . . .for deferred maintenance projects, and I'll urge you to do that. One last
comment with regard to the tourism, the plan--and I'm speaking as a GPAC member-made an effort to keep the tourism industry as a high-quality industry, and the statements
that are being referred to by the tourism industry as being threatening to them are actually
an effort to maintain the high quality of Maui's tourism industry to protect both the
industry from itself at times as well as to protect neighborhoods and residents. And I
thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Dick. Adeline Rodrigues followed by Van
Fischer.
MS. RODRIGUES: Aloha kakahiaka kakou I am Adeline Kamaileolihau Kaahui-Rodrigues. I
was born in Olowalu in 1929 in the old Olowalu School teacher's cottage which still
stands today and in fact is still used as a residence. Lihau is the name of the mountain
peak in back of Olowalu, and my grandfather William Hoopii, teacher and principal of
Olowalu School named me after that peak. I named my daughter Ka Pua Lehua 0 Lihau
Ula Ka Lae 0 Hekili. It means when the red lehua of Lihau blossoms, its redness is
reflected down at Hekili I just made 80 on December 21 st . While I am the oldest native
Hawaiian kupuna of Olowalu, who still lives in Olowalu, there is also Adelaide Sylva
who lives in Lahaina. There is also my Uncle John Kaaea who lives in Kahului. My
aloha and respect to them. As you already know, I am in favor of a new town in
Olowalu. I know many of you wondering why I, a child of the land would take such a
position. In my 80 years, no one has ever involved me or my family in decisions
affecting Olowalu. The plantation dictated what was to occur there and we had no say,
and yet we were never plantation people. But they still, still practice telling us what to
do. They stole the property in back of our church and planted sugar cane over the iwi of
my tutu. That cane fire burned our church roof in 1930, and they promised to rebuild it.
To this day they haven't. When Olowalu was sold, we approached the new owners and
told them of the graveyard. They immediately commissioned archeological testing of the
site and within a few minutes a coffin was found. The area has finally been set aside for
preservation purposes. My family and I attended most of the Olowalu Talk Story
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sessions in 2005. We took advantage of the opportunity to communicate how we felt. In
the beginning, it was difficult because the planners could not understand our point of
view. They continued to design the new Olowalu as they saw fit. After being almost
done, on the fourth day, my son took the planner out to Olowalu. My son showed the
planner the layout of the land and how the environment would dictate the planning. As a
result, the original plans were scrapped and a new town was designed. The new design
was based mostly on the ahupuaa layout of the area, and it switched emphasis from the
ocean to the mountain. As a kamaaina of Olowalu, I can tell you that it is the land, the
winds, the clouds, and the rain that dictates our daily lives. Anyway I could go on and on
but I am here to ask you to give us, the descendents of Olowalu, greater weight in the say
as to whether there should be a new Olowalu Town. If we deny the developer the
opportunity to plan for a town now and not in 20 years, then you give me and my
children the opportunity to be a part of the process. But to wait 20 more years, that
means I will be gone and so my, my children. Instead the people planning Olowalu will
probably be people who will speak of a sense of place but not be of the place. Mahalo
nui loa.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Adeline. Thank you. Van Fischer followed by Randy
Ragon.
MR. FISCHER: Aloha. My name is Van Fischer and I'm here speaking on my own behalf.
Thank you, Council Members, for coming to our home on the West Side of the island.
When you rode over, I trust you enjoyed the amazing beauty of the drive to Lahaina. It is
because of that unparalleled beauty that I'm here before you now. I clearly understand
the need to plan for future and provide urban areas for our growing island. Most of the
plan as designed makes very good sense as it creates in-fill of existing urban areas where
the infrastructure is in place to expand to meet these needs. The part of this plan that just
makes absolutely no sense is the creation of the new urban development at Olowalu.
This rural area represents what is the quintessential Maui experience. A mom-and-pop
store with a local family along a scenic stretch of highway overlooking the sea, a plate
lunch or a hot dog made by hands that were here long before I arrived. Fishermen,
surfers, locals, and tourists enjoy the bounty this area offers each day. I absolutely
respect the property owners' rights to develop their land, but it should be developed with
a rural design. To place an urban city of thousands of homes in this rural area goes
against everything that urban planning is about. This city will add thousands, or excuse
me, this city, this city will add tens of thousands of daily car trips to a stretch of road that
it already backs up to Maalaea and can take hours to travel to Lahaina. There is no
sewer, no water, and no way to protect the ocean from the runoff this city will create. In
past meetings there has been overwhelming opposition to this project. Please reconsider
and remove this development from the plan. As designed, it is the very definition of
urban sprawl. Once that stoplight goes in, you can never turn back. Once that store
comes down, it'll never be the same. And what will we do then? Create a new Olowalu
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bypass that will take 30 years to build? Please, I ask you to think with your heart as well
as your mind and protect what keeps Maui or to protect what makes Maui, Maui. Thank
you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Van. The next testifier is Randy Ragon, yeah,
okay, followed by Lesley Ann Bruce.
MR. RAGON: My name is Randy Ragon. I'm a resident of Olowalu and current President of
the Olowalu Mauka Homeowners Association. I am testifying against the inclusion of
Olowalu Town in the General Plan. I have given you two documents drafted by our
attorney for your consideration. They're in this blue packet. The first is a Findings of
Fact Conclusions of Law document given to Clayton Yoshida, the Deputy Director of the
Department of Planning, dated December the 4 th , 2009. The second was a letter dated
December the 30 th , 2009 that was sent to all owners in our subdivision as well as the real
estate brokers. Please take the time to read these documents as they will explain the
problems we are having in our subdivision because the developer has not complied with
the SMA and Conservation District Use Permits, and we have not been able to get this
Administration to enforce against them. If we are unsuccessful in our efforts to obtain
enforcement by County and State officials before the Statute of Limitations runs out, the
burden to complete the highway improvements and . . . (change tape, start side 2B). . . the
subdivision infrastructure along with the liability will pass on to the homeowners. It will
be impossible for the owners of our 14-lot subdivision to bear this cost which is in the
millions of dollars. According to your own Corporate Counsel, the burden will then pass
on to the taxpayers. I bring this up because the same group of developers and their
partners are the principals that have been pushing for the approval of Olowalu Town in
the General Plan. Even though Long Range Planning excluded Olowalu Town in the
General Plan, Frampton and Ward, the developer's partners, were able to get it included
back into the plan. It was subsequently passed through the GPAC Committee due largely
in part of the influence of Hinano Rodrigues, who you heard testify this evening, an
Olowalu resident and DLNR employee who sat on that committee Hinano and members
of his family admitted during public testimony that they had worked out an arrangement
with the developers in order to get their support. For this reason, other committee
members felt that Hinano should have recused himself from the Olowalu discussions and
the voting process. Later on, Olowalu was passed through the Planning Commission as
well due to the influence of the developer and the individuals they had made
arrangements with, who were a minority compared to strong opposition from other
long-term Olowalu locals, our homeowners, marine experts, and several other concerned
Maui residents. Our homeowners are currently incurring actual damages and their
properties are worth far less than the Tax Department appraised values. Our personal
finances are at risk as are our lives because we live in an unsafe subdivision. Our ocean
has been polluted, our reefs have been damaged, our waterways are being clogged up and
polluted. Our archeological sites are being damaged and neglected and the local DLNR
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office is doing nothing about it. Lawsuits against the developer and possibly the County
and State will be forthcoming shortly. Frampton and Ward and their partners have not
been forthright and honest. They have made numerous promises to many people to
obtain support for their Olowalu Town project but have done nothing to fulfill their
commitments to the Olowalu Mauka residents, who paid millions of dollars based upon
their representations. As a result, our community has been divided. Excluding Olowalu
from the General Plan and enforcing against the developer opens the door to reuniting our
community to work together to preserve Olowalu in a land trust and restoring the area to
its unique historical past. And that possibly could get the Rodrigues family what they
want as well. We think this is a much better alternative for our taxpayers, our
community, and our government than to have to chase down developers -MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. RAGON: --who have historically shown no integrity or respect for our citizens, our
government, or our natural environment. Thank you for your time and considerations.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, Randy. Lesley Ann Bruce followed by
Ke'eaumoku Kapu.
MS. BRUCE: Good evening, Planning Committee and Chair Sol Kaho' ohalahala. Thank you
for the opportunity to come this evening. I made a copy for each of you. My testimony
is very short. It refers to the Core Values on Page 1-17 of your document with the brown
cover. Please restore the original language of the last core value. The last core value
should read "Restore land and ownership", oh, "Restore land and ownership entitlement
issues." Something's wrong with that, but I'll fix it. Restore land and ownership
entitlement issues, oh, resolve. I'm sorry. It's resolve. I was doing too much
handwriting. It's resolve land and ownership entitlement issues. And I'll speak about
this again in Haiku. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. Mahalo, Lesley. Ke'eaumoku Kapu.
MR. KAPU: Aloha mai kakou.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Aloha.
MR. KAPU: First of all, mahalo for coming to the West Side. My name is Ke'eaumoku Kapu.
I live up in this valley over here. You know, I'd just like to support the Rodrigues ohana
in what they want and all the efforts, what they are trying to do to basically create a
positive discussion based upon their wahi pana. A lot of us no more that opportunity.
It's kind of interesting that...I know the dilemmas that they face because I'm dealing
with the same development company. So it's good that this family over here from
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Olowalu is, is persistent and very consistent to literally try to find consensus to sit down
and talk story with these developers. Like for us, we have 17 kuleana families in Kauaula
Valley and today we still cannot find compromise. So those developments that basically
are on the West Side in our wahi pana, Lahaina. We live in the hinterlands of a place that
was designated under the National Historic Register, but we're out of the district. So I
guess it would be good that the Council and as well as the planners look at extending the
borders of the historic district, so we can look into saving a lot more of our historic sites
and things that are valuable to us. Every time I come up for discussions, people have a
tendency to look at me as being an outburst kind of person. I am the minority, I'm
Kanaka Maoli, and if not for me to voice my opinions based upon the future generations
of the so-called new political entity that is about, in the process of being, becoming a
reality. That's why I'm here to make sure that my olelo gets out there to the general
community based upon who we are as Kanaka Maoli and how much we suffered for
many generations. We live real simple life and in our simplistics [sic] there is an
abundance of problems, and the problems have to do with corporations versus myself as a
Kanaka Maoli. So and mahalo, you know. I see a lot of people talk about transient
vacations and all these kind, hotel industries and development out here, but I no see that
the trueness based upon the background on how families can actually be involved to
create something that is beneficial for the Hawaiian, the Kanaka as well as the
communities tomorrow, who will definitely want to be a part of something that is
historic, something that we're slowly losing every day. Every time I look at the
magazines, I see our culture being basically prostituted for developments -MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. KAPU: --prostituted for hotel industries. I tired look at Tahitian dancers in, in these kind
of magazines to portray what Maui is all about. So once again, e mahalo no
kakou. . . (spoke in Hawaiian). . . Stand strong 'cause we definitely will. Thank you very
much.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Mahalo, Ke'eaumoku. Ke' eaumoku was the last person who
signed up to testify this evening. Is there anyone else here tonight that hasn't signed that
would like to testify? If you would just please come to the podium.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: . . .(Inaudible). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. After this gentlemen then. Okay. Go ahead. And then
state your name
MR. KAAHUI: My name is Ed Kaahui. I'm from Olowalu. I was going to talk about Olowalu,
but I think there's enough guys talking about Olowalu. I want to talk about a West Maui
plan. If everybody goes to the board, everybody that came in here has a specific project
up there, a specific interest. And for myself I would like to see this Council move
forward as rapidly as possible, approve the plan. It's been done by the GPAC, it's been
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approved by the Planning Commission, and you the last guys. And, you know, why
should you wait around till your deadline in October? I want you to move forward.
People need jobs on this island and hotel industry saying they doing fine. Okay, fine.
How about the other guys? And, you know, you all know that infrastructure costs
money, everything costs money, and if there's no work there's no jobs. There's no
money, there's no Maui tomorrow, we want it today. If there's no today, there's no
tomorrow. So I'm here to ask this Council to move forward on this plan. There's a lot of
work that was involved, and a lot of people came forward and testified. And I want you
to look at the plan, all of you look at the plan, study the plan, and don't take too long to
approve the plan. Thank you very much.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Mahalo. Ed, when you get a chance, can you fill out one of
our forms at the, the end here, and also this gentleman next. Go ahead.
MR. TROUT: I'm Bob Trout, married a local girl 40 years ago, and I've seen a lot of changes. I
don't like most of what I've seen. I don't know if...anybody else bothered by the smell
of the sewage around here?
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
MR. TROUT: My God, I don't know if you guys live on the West Side or come here often
enough, but I'll tell you the people that have to work up by the rent-a-car agencies at
Honokowai, the main entrance of Kaanapali, it just stinks. And, you know, I just pray I
don't get stopped at one of the traffic lights. But now I can, I can put up with the
highway smell 'cause I'm not there all that often. Now the Lahaina pump station
between Kapunakea and Fleming Road, it's seeping up in the neighborhood. And I'll tell
you, we don't have air conditioning. If I had it, I probably couldn't afford to run it. We
shut the doors. It's not all the time, but I talked to the Mayor about this right after she got
elected. Nothing's happened, it's only gotten worse. I've written letters, no response,
but I just wonder if, what's going on. Every time a new development is approved, I see
them, the builder responsible for the sewage, they say oh, there's plenty of capacity.
Well, I don't know that much about sewage, but capacity and smell to me seem like they
should go together. Maybe they don't. But nobody does anything, it only gets worse.
The other thing I wanted to say is the hui that bought all the West Maui agricultural land,
you know, I'm thinking wow, he must be a farmer, right? I don't think so. I've never
seen a place that, rezoned that agriculture, you know, then you got agricultural
developments, ah, not too many farmers in those places. I don't know what you want to
do about that but maybe it's too late. One thing you could do because this County is
hurting so much for cash, if you're not farming you shouldn't get an agricultural tax rate.
That's, that's an idea for funds. I don't know. I got a lot to say but I don't have, you
know, it's frustrating sometimes. It really is. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
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CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank, thank you, Bob. And when you get a chance, can you
fill out one of the forms at the end there. Okay. Please come forward.
MS. COCHRAN: Good evening. Nice to see all of you in my neck of the woods for a change.
Mahalo. And sorry I was late, but and I gathered a bunch of, you know, information
from everybody else's testimony, and I'm following this whole plan for a long...oh, my
name's Elle Cochran. Thank you. And, you know, for West Maui, where my roots are,
you know, I'm from here, born and raised, and I've seen all the changes throughout the
years. You know it, it kind of, it does startle me to see all the things coming down the
pipeline as Dick Mayer had mentioned. The numbers and the units that are already in
process and then what, you know, hopes to get on, online, you know, and at this point
coming back from Kahului just now, the infrastructure is not keeping up with what we
got, I mean especially the highways. The gentleman just now mentioning our treatment
facility, and, you know, I think, I know you folks understand that where, you know, the
Water Use and Development Plan is, is in the makings, and hopefully we'll be in touch
with what's going on there and sort of, you know, keep it up to speed with what's going
on with the actual plan and sort of follow that. Because I think water is definitely a
resource that is finite at this point. You know, we all know about the, you know, the
cases that are going on with it. And to continuously dig wells as Hans had mentioned,
you know, is really not the answer. Reuse I think and recycle what we have would,
would be awesome. I understand there was an ordinance put out that was in the making
since 1990, and at this point Kaanapali Golf Course is making a lot, is making use of all
that, you know, water out at the West, West Maui Treatment Facility. Kaanapali 2020 is
a, is a development that I highly, you know, agree with, and because of the fact that they
have been having a lot of public input for many, many years now from community. You
know, the Olowalu families mention they were never asked to have any input on
anything, and this process for me is where I learned that, yes, community is asked on a
daily basis. You folks are all there, your phone lines are open, you have e-mails, you
have ways to be contacted, and we, the public and community have ways to express our
manao to you, and I appreciate that. I appreciate the openness and the transparency that
yes, we can be, you know, you are available for us. And, you know, I just wanted to, to
bring up that, that yes, keeping our cultural and natural resources intact is very, very
important while working through this plan. Ke'eaumoku mentioned historical. Vicki
mentioned the National Geographic saw nothing on the host culture here in West Maui.
You know, you go to luaus and you see it there. Well, that's not quite it. You know,
there are valleys here where people are, are bringing back our loi, our, our native, you
know, Hawaiian cultural practices and it's beautiful to see, but it's not an easy road, it's
really a struggle. And, you know, a lot has to do with the water situation. So I just want
to say, you know, just off the top of my head that please focus on, you know, our, our
natural cultural resources. Runoff sedimentation is suffocating our reefs. That affects
our, of course, natural resources.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
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MS. COCHRAN: Tourism is, is very, you know, it's a big industry here. Yes, it's seen a little
decline in it. I am a victim of that. I've lost my job a year ago now, and, you know, I
think we, we can't forget about it though. We can't destroy what the tourists and visitors
come here to see, and that is our natural beauty and our Hawaiian culture. So mahalo
again for being here and letting me speak.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Elle. Okay. You're testifying? Go ahead.
MR. McCARTY: Aloha. Good, good evening. Thank you for coming to West Maui, and
thanks to everybody for sharing your thoughts with us. My name is Richard McCarty
and they say as you get older you can't remember things you did yesterday but you can
remember things a long time ago. And I'm sitting here thinking of a time that I was, I
joined the Cub Scouts when I was...and we were going to go on our first . . .(clears
throat). . . excuse me, camping trip and so we all took our own food and had a great time,
and Friday evening was the first night, and we had basically a food orgy. And we ate all
the beanie weenies and the Vienna sausages and the Cheetos and the big Snicker bars and
we were just fat at night. The next morning we got up and we looked around and we'd
eaten all the food, nothing left to eat. So, my thought is, is that we needed somebody
there like these planners to say hey, slow down, you guys are going to need something
tomorrow. We've been to the best party mankind has ever been to. There is no end to
how much water we'd have, how many permits we could get, how many tourists were
gonna come, how much we could charge for a hotel room. We were fat. But it was
Friday night, and now it's Saturday morning, and we don't have anything left. So we
need enforcement, guys that'll come in and say hey what, what you're doing, you're
going to enjoy but it's not a good idea. So please whatever you do, put some
enforcement in, make us act like we should. Because if you don't make us, we're not
going to. We all have that little Cub Scout in us that wants to eat those Snicker bars.
Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Richard. Is there anyone else that would like to
testify? Okay.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . .

CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Then the Chair would like to again thank you very much for
coming and giving us your thoughts about this Maui Island General Plan. What we're
going to do now is take a brief...I'm gonna say ten minutes, and then we're going to
allow the Planning Department to prepare their presentation of West Maui for all of us
and then give us a few minutes to take a break. So it will...recess for ten minutes.
. . .(gavel). . .
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RECESS:

8:00 p.m.

RECONVENE: 8:15 p.m.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: . . .(gavel). . . The Planning Committee will reconvene. Thank
you, everyone. If you would put yourself in a comfortable place because what we're
going to be doing is looking at the screen off to your left here. So we will turn the lights
down so it'll be a little bit clearer. But if you're at an angle that you can't see, maybe you
want to move out to this side. So at this time the Chair would like to turn this part of the
presentation over to Mr. Michaelson from the Planning Department.
MR. MICHAELSON: First of all, aloha and Happy New Year. Thank you so much for coming.
From a, as a community planner, it's inspirational frankly to, to hear how passionate you
are about West Maui. It's very nice to be here. My name is Dave Michaelson. I've been
working on this plan since 2005. I have the gray hair and the wrinkles to prove it. My
wife points that out quite frequently. What I'd like to do, I'm going to give you, I'm
going to crunch five years of work into about 20 minutes. And what I'm going to focus
on is sort of the philosophical underpinnings of this plan. This is the most important
decision that Maui County will make in the next ten years. It's that important. So the
fact that you've come out and, and you're plugged into it I think is very important. I'd
like, I'll talk a little bit about also the directed growth strategy which is, which is what
these maps are all about, and focus really on, on how we did it, on how GPAC did it, how
the Planning Commission did it, and give you an opportunity afterwards if you want to
grab me and talk about any, any specific map or anything like that, that would be fine.
So, John, if you want to get the lights real quick. First of all, a little bit about what this
plan was based on. And, and these, this philosophy really tracked through GPAC, it
tracked through the Planning Commission, it tracked through all our public processes that
we went through. And one of the first ones was who are we planning for? All right. Are
we letting other people plan for us? Or are we as people who live on Maui planning for
Maui? And one of the really interesting things we did about a year ago, is went into
Baldwin High and we went into four senior classes including a Hawaiian emersion class
and talked to them about the future of Maui. And it was really illuminating. I, I asked
them a lot of questions and I sat down and talked to them, we drew on maps, and what
was apparent is that, and most of them were born on Maui, I'm guessing like 80 percent
were born on Maui. And they all wanted to live here the rest of their lives, but a lot of
them didn't think they would. And, and that was, that caught my attention. And the
point that they made was that, A, am I'm going to see the same Maui that I grew up on?
All right. And two, what will I do for a living? And three, where will I live? All right.
So that was a theme that tracked through the plan and you'll see it as you read through
the document. You heard a lot in here about sustainability and that's a really troublesome
word for me, because you always have to kind of consider the source of where it's
coming from. But this is kind of the way we looked at it as, as planners and I think
GPAC and the Planning Commission. And it was the idea that we shouldn't be
compromising the ability of future generations to enjoy what we enjoy, and we should
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keep that in context. And what that means, there's, there's a really beautiful Hawaiian
concept about making decisions based on seven generations out. And I think that that's
literally impossible to do. But if it's a philosophical sort of perspective that you have as
you do these processes, you'll get there one way or the other. You also heard a lot about,
you've heard of the ahupuaa, it's a beautiful model. It's unfortunate the Western world
often times doesn't understand what it means. From our perspective, the philosophy was
that it was, it was a way to manage natural resources in a way that had intergenerational
responsibilities. In other words, we weren't compromising future generations to
experience what we experience every day. And you'll see reference to that in the plan in,
in several places. We had some principles that we started with, and I think we did a
really good job, and GPAC did a good job, and the Planning Commission did a good job
about holding to just four basic approaches. One, to be bold. All right. The stakes are
incredibly high here on Maui, and I can tell you that as a planner. I sometimes wake up
late at night worried about that. But the idea is that it shouldn't be constrained, it should
be transparent, it should take some chances, all right, and let the political process play
out, that it be rigorous. And what I mean by rigorous is if you, as you go through the
plan you'll see that the data sets that we used are very rich, they're up-to-date. They
were targeted at what issues were the most important to the people of Maui. We heard
that in the public process. That it followed best practice. All right. That, that we, we
learn from other communities going through this process, and I've been, I've done
probably I don't know a dozen of these plans in my career. But it's based on professional
judgment and proven application that what we propose to do to, to deal with issues work.
And finally, respecting the process. This is not the Planning Department's plan. This is
Maui's plan. So we, we tried to do the best we could in terms of integrating all the public
process. This is a, this probably has a more rigorous public process component to it than
any plan I've ever been involved in. So I think we've respected that. When you go
through this plan yourselves as residents and, and as well as the, as the Committee, this is
kind of a way to, I think, benchmark this plan in terms of its effectiveness. One, it's
comprehensive. This is a very comprehensive plan. And I think it, and it should be. It's
a 22-year plan. That it's internally consistent, and I'll talk very briefly about how the
plan is structured and, and we'll come back to that idea. But if there's one thing in the
plan that conflicts with another, you've got a problem, and I think that GPAC did a good
job at kind of weeding that through. Staff took another cut at it right before we submitted
it to Council. That the policies are, are clear and specific. If they're, they're ambiguous
or unclear, they create a real logjam for the approval process. Because then you're not
arguing about if something is consistent with a policy, you're arguing about what the
policy is really trying to say, and I think we've done a pretty fair job at that. That the
fiscal and staff impacts are clearly articulated. There will be a lot of work to implement
this plan, and if we can't afford it or don't have staff to do it, it becomes a plan that sits
on a bookshelf, and there's been too much work on this plan to let that happen. The
policy implications, I think, are clearly articulated, and as you go through the plan that's
another sort of litmus test that you should use. And finally, that the, the public debates
been open, honest, and transparent, and I think that we've done, if you've attended any of
the meetings we've had literally hundreds of public meetings through this process.
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We've done design charrettes with different portions of the community. We've done our
best to illuminate that debate and I think we've done it in, in a pretty adult fashion. I, I
used to say that it was the spirit of aloha in an environment of chaos, and, and, and I don't
take that lightly. The Directed Growth Plan is really what separates the Maui Island Plan
from anything we've every done on this island in terms of planning, and those are the
maps, those are the directed growth maps. It was actually mandated in the legislation.
We didn't make it up. Originally, the language was for urban and rural growth areas, and
we've sort of expanded that for a good reason, and I'll take you through that. If I had to
put down six guiding principles that, that guided this plan, not only just the land use
element but also other elements as well, one was what we've all heard of tonight, the
cultural resources on Maui separate this plan from any other plan probably in the world.
It was an issue that constantly came up. The one element, there is one chapter devoted to
nothing but cultural and natural resources. I think it's the strongest element of the plan,
it's my personal favorite. Sustainable land use planning, the idea is that we are an island.
All right. We're all in a canoe, we've got to be a little careful about this place. It's not
like the mainland where you can essentially sprawl and sprawl and sprawl. We will, we
can run out of Maui, right. The, the agricultural landscape is something that clearly
defines Maui. It defines it from all the other islands for the most part. And there's,
there's a section in the land use element that deals directly with agriculture. It develops
what's called a TDR program, transfer development right program, which we've never
done in the past. Obviously, the environmental, environmentally sensitive, the sensitivity
issues were paramount. We have threatened and endangered habitat all over the island.
There's a map that actually shows where those are. Equitable development, the idea is
that we should all share in not only the good parts of, of growth but the bad parts of
growth, and there's some language in there in the land use element about that. And
finally you've heard over and over about public facilities and infrastructure. There's an
infrastructure element that essentially develops a whole new way of doing infrastructure
planning, and the idea is that there's kind of three pieces to that puzzle, and oftentimes on
Maui they've been disconnected. There's developing new facilities, there's maintaining
facilities, and there's land use changes. And if those three don't talk to each other, we'll
be right back where we are now with the growth to, to 2030. Basic regional themes that,
that track through the whole plan. The one that, when we went out to the public and we
did...was anyone involved in a plan story and walk story? You remember those
processes? This, a lot of these came out of that process and then essentially kept coming
up as we went back out to the community The first was limiting development in
Northwest and East Maui, and I think that's been a consistent theme throughout all the
prior plans. Protecting our ag resources. Directing growth to where services are in place
or can be reasonably expanded without an undue cost to existing taxpayers. And finally
within these urban growth boundaries they've got to be livable communities and I think a
lot of people have heard about new urbans and the neo-traditional design. That's all
articulated in the plan. One of the first things we did, when we started developing the
boundaries way back in 2005, was the concept of, of, of overlay analysis, and there was a
guy named Ian McHarg. He wrote a great book, it's called Design with Nature. If you
ever see it in a used bookstore grab it. It's just, it's a fascinating book. But what Ian did
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and obviously from the quote on the bottom, he was not a great fan of the human species
by any stretch of the imagination but we'll, we'll let that go. But he, he developed a
concept where there are places where development inherently makes sense, and there's
places where development inherently does not make sense. And he used mapping
information on clear Mylars, and he would pile these up. And what would happen is
places that development did make sense would become apparent. And I'll take you
through a quick example. This is a, in pink are just the conservation districts that are on
Maui now. Then we overlaid important ag lands, critical habitat, and slope constraints,
and you can suddenly see the, the relationship between those areas that are still in gray
and the areas that are shown on the directed growth maps with a few sort of distinct
differences between the three maps that are up on the wall. And it can be
. . . (inaudible). . . both ways, and we did that. We used...anyone who went to the GPAC
meetings or the Planning Commission meetings where we doing live GIS, we had
literally hundreds of data layers and we had to rank them, right. So what we did is we
took the community values that we heard through the public . . . (change tape, start side
3A). . . I'm not sure the gentleman is still here but he made a really interesting analogy
about sometimes looking back will help you look forward. And we did this process and
I'll just take this, this is kind of like just for fun, but we used it in our process. This is
Lahaina in 1933, and just kind of pick a spot that you can watch, and you can see how
Lahaina has changed dramatically. This is '55. Those, those brighter ones, those three
dimensional ones are the growth that it was on the ground at that time, 1933, '55, '78,
2004. Pretty dramatic change and it was reflective of what, the changing economics. We
didn't, we didn't use the camps anymore so we became more of a traditional city. The
plan is divided up into chapters. Planners oftentimes call them elements. But these are
the chapters that are in the document: Population and Housing, Heritage Resources,
Economic Development, Infrastructure, Land Use, Directed Growth, Long Range
Implementation Plan, Monitoring and Evaluation. This represents not only best practice
but consistency, consistent with our enabling legislation. They're organized in a way that
they're all very consistent, and the first thing you'll see when you open up the
document--and it's on the web, we have it in our office, it's at the libraries--is
background information, basic, where have we been, where are we, where do we want to
go. All right. There's challenges and opportunities which points, point out constraints to
doing different things, problems that we know are on the ground. Then there's a set of
goals, objectives, and policies which address those issues. All right. They try to create a
solution for the problems that we have out there and the problems that we see down the
road. Then there's some action plans which are a specific direction to the County to
make these things happen. And then there's a set of maps, and there's two kinds of maps
when you go through the document. There's what, what are called background maps and
these are existing condition maps. There's environmental data, there's infrastructure
data, there's socio-economic data, population and employment density data. And they
provide guidance to understand how we developed those, those, those challenges and
opportunities. Then there's another set of maps that are true policy maps. They will be
used in the decision-making process. This is an example of a, of a marine resource, sort
of nearshore water protection strategy that we're proposing. And there's also sort of two
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documents floating around out there, and I want to be really clear about the difference
between the two. There's one binder that we initially submitted to the Committee, and it,
it's, it's shown on the, on the left, and this was a compilation of all the, all the
recommendations from the original draft that the Department released in April of 2008 to
the GPAC recommendations to the Planning Commission recommendations, and finally
the Department's recommendations. It's very, it's huge. It's very daunting. But the
legislation required us to submit everything up to Council. The plan on the right is the
plan. It includes all the narrative, includes all the background data, all the references, all
the maps, and it includes the Director's recommendations in terms of goals, objectives,
policies, and actions. So if you want to toggle back and find out where, what happened to
a certain GPAC recommendation through the whole process, you would use the
document on the left. We talked a little bit about this. This is really the highlight to the
plan. The directed growth strategy, again we've never done it before. I think it's going
to be very valuable to the future development of Maui. It'll make it more predictable.
It'll make infrastructure investments a lot more efficient. There's a lot of language in
there about small town and rural character, and I'll talk about that in a minute. Obviously
affordable housing popped up everywhere we turned, and right now we have sort of a
single solution to it, if you will, and it's tied, it's called the Workforce Housing Bill. And
the problem with that is if development isn't coming online, affordable housing units are
not coming online So we have a toolkit, if you will, in the affordable housing section
that would sort of broaden out the ability to provide affordable housing through different
economic cycles. Watersheds and coastal resources protection is everywhere, and there
is in fact, there was reference that we didn't include transit corridors in there. We do
have a transit corridor recommendation that is in the Director's draft, and the GPAC had
a different version and that's included in the prior submittal to Council so they have it. I
won't take you through this. I think the description about McHarg analysis and overlay
analysis gives you a good idea of how we did what we did. But essentially we first built
up a very rich database of environmental and cultural constraints, future land use needs
through what was called a land use forecast and you heard references to some of those
numbers. We did an analysis of infrastructure, public constraints, mapped them when we
could. Then we went through a public process where we...just having that data alone
divorced of prioritizing them doesn't really do you a lot of good. So we used the
community process to sort of filter those. We setup some evaluation criteria, we mapped
those growth areas, we compared them to supply and demand the best we could. We
developed some density assumptions and quite frankly we're, we're looking at projects
that are a little more dense than what we've seen in the past. They're frankly pretty
consistent with the Olowalu site plan, with the Pulelehua site plan. I won't take you
through these, but these were the evaluation criteria that we used when we went through
that sort of mapping exercise. They're pretty traditional: infrastructure, environmental
constraints, ability to maintain hard edges around existing small communities so they
didn't grow together. We, we have a scenic study that's on our website that's pretty,
pretty progressive, and finally how compatible these, these growth areas were to what's
on the ground. There's a bunch of ways to grow, right. And I think that the directed
growth strategy respects all of these potential options. We heard a lot about urban in-fill.
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Urban in-fill is the, absolutely the most efficient way to grow. You consume less land,
you can revitalize places, you can recreate urban centers that are, that are something you
want to be in as opposed to maybe not want to be in. There's some constraints to that,
and we've talked...there is references in the plan of specific code changes that would be
necessary to encourage urban in-fill as opposed to making it more difficult. There's also
options for urban expansion and you'll see that on the maps. The idea is that as cities
grow...they are going to grow and the issue is not if they're going to but where should
they and where should they not. There's new towns and settlements. There's several
proposed on Maui. You heard about Olowalu. You heard about Pulelehua. There's
nothing wrong with that as long as they occur in a place that the community, one, feels
comfortable with and makes sense from an infrastructure standpoint. There's also, you'll
notice when, especially when you look Upcountry you'll see mapping for, for Makawao,
you'll see mapping for Paia. And there's sort of some strategic directions there. In some
cases we've contained as, as much we could boundaries in certain portions of those areas.
In some cases we've allowed for co-centric growth. Makawao is a good example, Paia is
a good example. And there's also some, some organic dispersion. This really, that
model I think you'll see more in some of, some of the Planning Commission work and,
and obviously some of the GPAC recommendations. When we started doing this
mapping, at first we started looking at just urban areas, urban boundaries, and just rural
boundaries, and what we found when we got into it was that Maui is so unique from a
development standpoint that it didn't work. It, it just didn't quite function. So we came
up with four different kinds of boundaries. The first are the urban town boundaries:
Wailuku, Kahului, Kihei, Lahaina. Those were all identified as urban towns. They're
urban places, right. They have schools, they have shopping, they have sewer treatment
plants, they have water, they have roads, they're what you'd expect. Those are what
those urban boundaries are all about. Then we, we have these country towns and we all
know what they are. Hana is, is identified as a country town, Makawao is identified as a
country town, and these places are just different, right. When you're in Makawao you're
not in Kahului, and the infrastructure needs are different, how you look at pedestrian
circulation is different, densities are different. And there's a sheet underneath the second
series of maps and that's also included in the plan, it's on the web, that describes each
and every one of these areas, how we identified them, what we're proposing for them,
and what policy intervention, if you will, are going to have to take place to preserve
those. Then we have some what's called rural residential. For the most part it was based
on prior community plan designations almost without exception. They're areas that are
generally residential in nature. Some are ag production, some are not, and there's, there's
different policies that address that. And finally there's a, what are called rural service
centers. Keokea is a good example. Waiakoa is a good example. And these areas that
are incredibly special in terms of their needs for infrastructure and what, what
infrastructure would be appropriate and might, might be inappropriate. So what we're
doing with this plan is setting up the community plan process. You've heard the word
"sense of place" kind of kicked around a couple times. That's really what the community
plans are all about. Now the prior community plans, if you've looked at them, are really
policy-based, it's a lot of language. All right. And that's been problematic, I think, for,
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for Maui and for decision-makers as they review projects. What we're proposing with
that, with the next step is a more form-based process that talks about what these places
will look like in the future. And that'll be also a little bit of a change. There's four maps
for West Maui. The, the one, the first...what we've done is I've put the maps up where
you can see up on top is the GPAC recommendation, below that is the Planning
Commission recommendation, and the map off to the left, I'm sorry, the right is the
Department's recommendation. For the most part island-wide, there are not really any
radical departures with the exception of, guess what, West Maui. West Maui probably
represents the most significant differences between the three recommendations for a
number of reasons. You've heard Olowalu. Olowalu was not on the Department's map.
It is on GPAC's map. It is on the Planning Commission's map. The biggest difference is
the supply-and-demand relationship, and what I mean by that is we did a land use
forecast, we did a socio-economic forecast and we had, we used regional control totals.
When you look at the forecasts themselves in both the GPAC and the Planning
Commission recommendations, there are more units proposed in West Maui than the
forecast is predicting for demand. So that's a, that's a difference and the most significant
difference. And when the, when the Committee takes up the, the directed growth strategy
which will probably be after, certainly after the budget, we'll walk through in detail with
the Committee and, and, and the public what those differences are and what our
recommendations are, and we'll let the political process play out. So with that, all I can
tell you is this is the start of the process. All right. It's going to be in front of Council,
Council has up to a year. I think the date was October 18 th . We'll be doing a lot of
outreach as staff. If you have like community groups that you think we should make
presentations to or talk to, please feel free to give the Department a call. Any of my staff
is more than capable of, of going out and doing that kind of process. But again thank you
so much for having us. It's just nice to get out of Kahului and Wailuku every once in a
while. And don't hesitate to call myself--again my name is Dave, I'm in Long Range-John, any members of my staff, and we'll be glad to answer any questions you've got.
And it's been a very long road, so it's nice to finally be here.
AUDIENCE: . . .(Applause). . .
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Dave, for putting on this presentation for
the West Maui community At this time, Members, the Chair would allow any of the
Members if you have any questions for the Department to be asked.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Question, Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: For the Department. . . .(Inaudible). . .
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Do you have a mic?
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No, there's no mic down here. It would be
. . .(inaudible). . . for me, the first question in looking over the hard copy of the
PowerPoint presentation on Page 18, and 19, and 20, is there a significance of why the
County and State of Hawaii seal are on the pictures or did you run out of paper? Is it, are
you using the circle of the seal to determine the growth?
MR. MICHAELSON: Actually the, the seal is the County of Maui seal.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I, I, yeah, I know that.
MR. MICHAELSON: And the reason that seal is on there is we experienced some problems in
the GPAC process where people from other, consulting firms in particular were using our
maps and, and modifying them which is okay. I mean the data is public information but
we felt that if we put the seal on there, that it would be clear. Now you'll notice in your
document, the, the bound document, those seals are not on there just so it's a little clearer
to read. But that's the, that's the reasoning.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And a follow-up question is you explained that the
top left map is GPAC, the bottom left is Planning Commission.
MR. MICHAELSON: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And then the right is the Department's.
MR. MICHAELSON: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Is the Department and the Director's recommendation the
same? Is it...
MR. MICHAELSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So sometimes you said Director's recommendations
and sometimes Department's recommendation.
MR. MICHAELSON: And, and the . . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Do you have some consistency of what we know is, you
know, you're going to use?
MR. MICHAELSON: Yeah. And, and I apologize for that. The, the, the, the issue is the, the
legislation always talks about a Director's recommendation, and Jeff always said well,
wait a minute, it's not just mine So that's where that's coming from. The Director's
recommendation, the Department's recommendation are exactly the same.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. We thought we could blame Jeff more, you know.
. . .(chuckle). . .
AUDIENCE: . . .(chuckle). . .
MR. MICHAELSON: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Member, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: We can see the budget cuts with only one mic.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you. You know one of the testifiers talk
about Appendix C which involve capital improvement for the County of Maui. And
looking at the dollar amount, as, as far as, you know, doing all of these Capital
Improvement Projects and trying to, you know, satisfy the needs of the community, how
are we going to fund all of these projects?
MR. HUNT: We look at the plan as identifying needs and options, but not dictating or
mandating how those needs will be accomplished. And so we don't see the plan as
locking in the County into any of those. We see the plan as simply saying here's what's
been identified, here's some options on which we could fund it, and then it's up to the
political process to determine on a more specific basis which of those options will be
implemented and how they will be implemented. The, the details of those funding
options are way beyond the scope of this plan.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So basically then if we don't have the funding to
improve infrastructure or to add more, then that will control growth?
MR. HUNT: I think that would be one of the controls. We look at the plan as, as saying this
how we should manage our growth. It doesn't mean that that's how growth will occur.
The market itself may dictate some of the growth. If the economy doesn't provide for
that much growth, the developers won't be putting in those projects. But we believe it's
better to anticipate where growth should occur and manage that. If it doesn't occur, well,
no harm, no foul. But the alternative is to not have a plan for growth and then if it does
occur, we don't have managed growth. So we think it's better to plan for growth even
though there may be constraints on that actual implementation.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: We'll be, will we be able to have like say public/private
partnerships in, in providing infrastructure for this County?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yes, the plan speaks directly to that issue and
public/private partnerships are, are proven to be one of the most effective tools for
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implementation. I'd also like to note that the ordinance requires prioritization of actions.
and that's where we really think the, the key is in terms of fiscal responsibility is that we
look at these actions. The Department has taken an initial cut at this, but working with
you we would like to see a clear delineation of, of priority in the document so we can
channel our resources to those priorities and do it in a way that doesn't foreclose some
good options from being considered in the future. So we've got some ideas for how best
to achieve that.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And, and the other thing that I was kind of
interested in is the, when you talk about another alternative for affordable housing. Yeah.
You know, you talk about the workforce housing policy that we have. I'm kind of
anxious to look at your recommendations and alternative as far as providing affordable
housing. And when you say market dictates, of course, you know, when prices are high
that's when you see a lot of activities. But when prices are low, then you don't see
anything coming forward. So I look forward to that. Thank you.
CHAIR KAHO' OHALAHALA: Members, any other questions for the Department? Member
Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just one more question for, let's see, Mr. Michaelson.
MR. MICHAELSON: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that presentation. But I wanted to ask
you because you had a lot of praise for the plan that's before us, and you said, you know,
you had planned out, you know, ten other plans prior to this. Can you tell me the other
plans that you were a part of or experienced in and implemented, were they of island
communities?
MR. MICHAELSON: No, they were not.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So this is your first time planning an island community
plan?
MR. MICHAELSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. MICHAELSON: And I think it's important to note that I'm just a team member. There are
a lot of people involved in this process. I'm, I'm just . . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. I just was, wanted to know when you said this was a
great plan and you had done ten prior but no island communities, right.
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MR. MICHAELSON: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that response. Mahalo,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Members, if there are no other questions for the
Department at this time, then what the Chair would like to do is, is to thank all of you
from West Maui and those of you that came from other parts of Maui to join us tonight.
This is our first meeting of the Planning Committee on the, the Maui Island General Plan.
I would like to encourage you not only to, that, that you've come tonight, but consider
that all of the next meetings are going to be important to not only those communities.
But if you find along the way that you have other items that you would like to raise that
you may have missed tonight, I would invite you to come to the, the next meetings. Our
plan is to take this, this document to all of the six communities within your Maui island
planning districts or areas. So Lahaina is and West Maui is the first. I would like to,
before we adjourn tonight, is to let you know that our next meeting is scheduled on
January 19 and that is at the Haiku Community Center. And all our meetings will be
starting at 6 o'clock in the evening. And then the following meeting after that would be
on January 20 th , and that would be in Pukalani at the Hannibal Tavares Community
Center. And the meeting after that is January 25 th at the Kihei Community Center. And
then the following meeting after that would be January 28 th and that will be in Helene
Hall in, in Hana. And then the remaining parts of the deliberations of this plan will be
held in the Council Chambers, and we will be posting those agendas as we prepare them.
This is just your opportunity as a community to come and give us a sense of what you
think about this General Plan, and so we appreciate you coming tonight, and thank you
very much, and look forward to seeing you in the rest of the process. Okay. So with no
other business before us, the Chair's recommendation is we defer this matter. If there's
no objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused: JJ)
ACTION: DEFER PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION.

CHAIR KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. So this item is deferred, and this meeting is now
adjourned, and mahalo. And Happy New Year to all of you. . . . (gavel).. .
ADJOURN: 8:51 p.m.
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